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Abstract 

In latest years, car accidents have been omnipresent. This is due to the high demand of the heavy 
rise in the vehicle population. They pose a grave life and property danger. To minimize the 
impacts of these accidents, a system must be designed. The objective of the research is to design 
and extend a bumper to prevent the vehicle's front-end collision and the device that can scan the 
environment while driving. The presence of the barrier is detected by the ultrasonic sensor 
supplied on the front of the car.The sensor information is a microcontroller input. 
Microcontroller 8051 decodes the logic and creates adequate control signals for driver warning 
mechanism activation, pneumatic and pneumatic push-button circuits. The pneumatic braking 
system uses the brake and stops the car and the car ensures safety at impact. Driver warning 
mechanism is included to warn the driver from the crash on a secure braking distance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Vehicles are humanity's revolutionary invention. They produced their impression in every aspect 
of life with technological developments. A significant rise in vehicle numbers has been driven by 
inflating car demand. Although they can be learned easily, due to negligence we can't excuse the 
implications. Vehicle safety is an important problem even at the vehicle's design level[1]–[7]. 
Several techniques, such as seat belts and air bags, have been successful and have proven helpful 
in accidental circumstances. One of these systems for preventing accidents is the automatic 
collision prevention system.It is an electrically controlled pneumatic circuit that seeks to ensure 
that the car does not crash forward and that crash security improves. The automatic pneumatic 
circuits achieve this. With high-frequency ultrasonic waves, the system senses the barrier and 
calculates the distance between the car and the barrier. Collision forecast is monitored and the 
driver of the next collision is alerted. These warnings are given to the barrier at a secure braking 
distance. At 125 cm and 80 cm respectively, the driver is warned twice. The pneumatic braking 
system and the pneumatic bumper circuit simultaneously signal for further delay the 
microcontroller. Combining these circuits efficiently prevents collision and decreases car harm. 
The first innovation was recorded in 1989 in the collision avoidance system, where sophisticated 
brake warnings were introduced to warn drivers against the next collision.With the use of 
appropriate high-frequency sensors, reaction times can be reduced, which allows the system to 
operate more easily. A stretchable bumper which may absorb more collision shock waves can 
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improve the vehicle safety. The current research intended a model that automatically anticipates 
and implements adequate measures to prevent collisions through automatic braking, reducing 
harm from automatic bumper traffic and reducing the response time through the use of the high-
frequency waves. In order to decrease property harm and passenger injury, a security system was 
developed. 

 
 

 
 

RESULT AND CONCLUSION 
 

The light incident on the ultrasound sensor is well influenced, but the model operates better at 
night. The braking cable permits intermittent braking, but in all conditions, the braking was not 
uniform. The response time has been very small, so the braking is better than IR sensors. This 
mechanism may be used in all types of cars; a more secure environment would be provided by 
extra installation costs. Accelerator pedal can be disconnected to prevent confusion. The ECU 
could integrate speed and acceleration measuring equipment for automated higher-speed 
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braking.Presence of an accumulator could possibly show a better response from the ECU. The 
system can be disconnected with a switch thus the ride will be comfortable even in heavy traffic. 
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